. We propose and analyze some convergent step-size rules to be used in conjunction with the method. These rules are similar in spirit to the efficient Armijo rule for the method of steepest descent and under mild assumptions they have the desirable property that they identify the set of active inequality consbaints in a f~t e number of iterations. As a resnlt the method may be converted towards the end of the process to a conjugate direction, quasi-Newton or Newton's method, and achieve the attendant superlinear convergence rate. As an example we propose some quadratically convergent combinations of the method with Newton's method. Such combined methods appear to be very efficient for large-de problems with m a n y simple constraints such as those often appearing in optimal control.
method of steepest descent for unconstrained minimization (Q = H ) .
It should be noted, of course, that in order for the method (1) to be effective, the set Q must be such that the projection operation Pe( .) can be easily carried out. Levitin and Polyak point out several such cases, the most representative of which is when H = R" and Q implies upper and (or) lower bounds on all the variables of the problem:
When Q is given by (4) the iteration (1) takes the form af if x; -a , -
<A, axi
and is very easy to carry out. A similar easily implemented formula holds for the case of the constraint (5). However when Q is a general polyhedron the projection required in the iteration (1) requires the solution of a quadratic programming problem, and when Q is a general convex set things may become even more complicated. Thus the method is effectively limited to problems involving simple constraint sets such as (4), ( 9 , spheres, Cartesian products of spheres. etc.
On the other hand the Goldstein-Levitin-Polyak algorithm has a unique characteristic which makes it extremely attractive for large-scale problems with many simple constraints. Contrary to other algorithms for constrained minimization which maintain feasibility, it proceeds along arcs on the constraint surface rather-than along straight line segments. In algorithms such as Zoutendijk's feasible direction methods, Rosen's gradient projection method, the reduced gradient method, and the Frank-Wolfe or conditional gradient algorithm (see, e.g., [7] , [8] . [9] ) the motion along the descent direction stops as soon as a new constraint is encountered. In large-scale problems with many constraints binding at the optimal solution, this fact may result in slow convergence and possibly jamming in a computational environment. Such problems arise typically in optimal control where the optimal control variables are often at the boundary of the constraint set for a large portion of the time interval and sometimes lie entirely on the boundary of the constraint set. As an example consider an optimal control problem of the form where V, is a constraint set. It is not unusual for such problems to have as many as a thousand control variables, particularly when they result from discretization of continuous time problems.
If a large number of optimal control variables lie on the constraint boundary then Rosen's projection method or the reduced gradient method will inevitable take, except for degenerate cases, a very large number of iterations to converge. By contrast, the Goldstein-Levitin-Polyak algorithm does not suffer from this particular difficulty since it does not stop when a new constraint is encountered but rather proceeds along arcs on the boundary of the constraint set. It is to be noted that in optimal control problems the control constraint sets are often simple sets. For example Ui above may be an interval, or the positive orthant, or a closed sphere, etc. In such cases the projection required by the method can be very easily carried out. Iteration (1) takes the convenient form , i=O,l;..,N-l where ( u t , u:, . , u j -,) is the kth control trajectory, function. As a result it is very difficult to carry out the minimization even approximately. Furthermore this minimization is almost impossible to carry out for problems involving the constraint set (5) which arise in a primaldual framework via decomposition (see, e.g., [ 131). Daniel [12] has also proposed a convergent modification of the projection method (1) which does not require knowledge of the Lipschitz constant L in (2) and is easily implementable. However Daniel's modified method is not a special case of iteration (1) and relinquishes the feature of searching along the boundary of the constraint for an acceptable step size. This feature is very important in the author's opinion for optimal control problems.
The purpose of this paper is to propose and analyze some efficient and easily implementable variations of the gradient projection method (1). In the next section we propose a convergent modification of the well-known Armijo step-size rule for unconstrained minimization to be used in conjunction with iteration (1). We show convergence for the case of a general closed convex constraint set Q under the Lipschitz assumption (2). In Section I11 we concentrate attention on the special cases where Q has the form (4) or (5), we consider an additional step-size rule of the same type, and we sharpen our results by dispensing with the Lipschitz assumption (2). We furthermore show under mild assumptions that the resulting methods generate sequences which lie on the manifold of binding constraints at the solution after a finite number of iterations. This result reveals that the methods after a finite number of iterations become versions of the steepest descent method restricted to the binding constraint manifold and provides a sharper convergence rate result than the one available in the literature [3, th. 5.11 . Furthermore the result provides a sound basis for converting the method to a superlinearly convergent method such as a conjugate direction method or Newton's method once the set of binding constraints is identified. We discuss two such combined methods which switch automatically to Newton's method towards the end of the algorithmic process. and attain the corresponding superlinear convergence rate. While other Newton-type methods based on gradient projection have been proposed in the literature 1121. [16] . [20] it is felt that the methods proposed here are more appropriate for optimal control problems. The final section of the paper contains computational results.
We conduct our analysis for the case of a finite-
The mode of operation of the step-size rule is depicted in Fig. 1 . It is to be noted that the proposed rule is a direct steepest descent in unconstrained minimization (Q = R"). I t is customaq IO write for the unconstrained case the inequality (.12) 11 have straightforward generalizations to the case where When the problem is unconstrained (e = R " ) the inequalities (12). (13), (14) are equivalent. For the constrained case one may consider the natural possibility of repiacing the gradient Vf(x,:) in (13), (14) by the vector lim,_to+ gradient. When the set Q has special form, such as, for example. the form (4) or (5), the vector limu~o+(l/a)[xkmin . f ( s ) (7) sk(a)] is easy to calculate. However one may construct
examples to show that when the inequality (13) ( w i t h
is used in Conand Q is a closed subset of R". we say that a junction with an Armijo step-size rule of the type considpoint -y E Q is a starionan. poirzt of problem (7) if it ered above, then the resulting algorithm may converge to satisfies the first-order condition for optimality a nonstationary point. On the other hand we show in the next section that inequality (14) when used in conjunction rithm when Q has the form (4) or (5).
section.
A GESERALIZED ARMIJO STEP-SIZE RCLE
(a)] which may be viewed as a projected
Consider the problem Given any point x E Q. we denote by (15) the unique projection of the vector [ x -aVf(x)] on Q where a > 0 is a nonnegative scalar parameter. We con-and let {-x,:} be a sequence generated by iteration (1) sider algorithms of the form where a, is chosen according to the generalized Armijo rule of this section. Then every limit point of {x,} is a x,:+, = x,:(a,:
(10) stationary point.
where the step size a,: is chosen according to some rule.
It is to-be noted that the Lipschitz condition assumption (15) is satisfied if f is a twice continuously differentiable function and Q is a bounded set. It is convenient to prove Proposition I by proving first two lemmas which will also Consider now the following rule for selecting the step
Generaked Armijo
Step-Size Rule be useful later on.
Lemma I : For every x,? E Q and a > 0 we have Given a point .xk which is nonstationary. set
Proqf: By the definition (9) of x(a) as the projection any scalar o with 0 < o < 1, the inequality A generalization of the above step-size rule, which is sometimes useful. is obtained when the constant initial step-size s is replaced by a variable initial step-size s,. All is satisfied for all a with the results of this and the next section may also be proved for a variable initial step-size s , provided s , is bounded above and below by fixed positive numbers. Proof: We have, for any a > 0 and Hence the algorithm is well defined in the sense that is obtained by a finite number of function evaluations. Now let { x k } be a sequence generated by the algorithm and let { x k } k E K be a subsequence converging to a point E. Since { f ( x k ) } is a monotonically decreasing sequence we have { f ( x k ) } + f ( z ) and { f ( x k ) -f ( x k + I)}+O. Hence by (12) we have Taking limits as k-+w and using (17), (IS), and the fact that we have
i.e., the point 3 is stationary.
Q.E.D. We close this section by stating some corollaries, the first of which may be proved by a trivial modification of the proof of Proposition 1. Corollary 1.1: Under the assumption of Proposition 1 let { x k } be a sequence generated by iteration ( 1 ) where a, is chosen in a way that
where iik is the step size corresponding to the generalized Armijo step-size rule of this section. Then every limit point of { x k } is a stationary point.
Corolluly 1.2: Under the assumption of Proposition 1 let { x k } be a sequence generated by iteration (1) where ak is chosen according to the minimization rule
or the limited minimization rule where a> 0 is a fixed scalar. Then every limit point of { x k } is a stationary point.
THE CASE OF A SWLE CONSTRAINT Sm-COMEWATIONS WITH NEWTON'S METHOD
We now turn our attention to the special case where the constraint set Q is given by Q = { x = ( x 1 ; . . , x n ) l x i > O , i = l ; . -J+ ( 5 ) For this case the coordinates of the vector x(a) of (9) are given simply by All the results of this section can be similarly proved in appropriate form for the case of the constraint set (4) or other similar constraint sets where only some of the variables have upper and/or lower bounds.
Consider now the following rule for selecting the step size a, in the iteration
where x k ( a k ) is given by (19).
Generalized Armgo Step-Size Rule
Given a point xk which is nonstationary, set
where mk is the first nonnegative integer m such that
where a,P,s are fixed scalars with 0 < u < 1, 0 < p < 1, 0 < s. If x k is a stationary point, set a, = 0.
The following proposition shows convergence of the above stepsize rule as well as of the rule of the Drevious section under assumptions which are weaker than those of Proposition 1. The proof of the proposition is quite lengthy and has been relegated to the Appendix. The author communicated the result of the proposition below to Professor A. A. Goldstein, who was able to show its validity for a more general class of convex constraint sets than the one considered in this section (including all polyhedral convex sets) and for a step-size rule similar to the one above [16]. It is as yet unclear whether the result holds for an arbitrary closed convex constraint set Q.
Proposition 2: Let { x k } be a sequence generated by iteration (20), (19) where a, is chosen according to the generalized Armijo step-size rule of this section or the one of the previous section. Then every limit point of the sequence { x k } is a stationary point for problem (7) with the constraint set Q given by (5).
We note that results analogous to Corollaries 1.1 and 1.2 follow immediately from the above proposition. The analog of Corollary 1.2 for the case of the minimization rule (6) has already been proved by McConnick [lo]. Now let i be a stationary point for problem (7) Notice that Assumption 2 implies the Lipschitz condition
where L is a positive scalar depending on the Hessian matrix off. We have the following proposition showing that the algorithms considered are attracted by local minima satisfying Assumptions 1 and 2, and furthermore that the generated sequence after a certain index lies on the manifold of binding constraints at X.
Proposition 3: Let X be an isolated local minimum satisfying Assumptions 1 and 2 and let { x , } be any sequence generated by iteration (20), (19) with a, chosen according to the step-size rule of this section or the one of the previous section. Then there exists a 6 >O such that if for some index I we have \xi-XI < 6 then the sequence { x , } converges to X. Furthermore we have for every k ) I + l
for all i such that 7' = 0.
Again the proof of this proposition is lengthy and has been relegated to the Appendix. The proposition shows that once the algorithm gets close enough to a point X satisfying Assumptions 1 and 2, it eventually becomes equivalent to the method of steepest descent on the subspace { zIz ' = 0, i E A ( X ) } where A (X) is the set of indices i with X'=O. It follows that the rate of convergence of the method is governed by the eigenvalue structure of the Hessian V2f(X) over the subspace { z l z = 0, i E A (X)} rather than over the whole space as suggested by an existing result [3, th. 5.11. Thus a sharper rate of convergence estimate is obtained than the one existing. Furthermore Proposition 3 suggests the possibility of converting the method to Newton's method (or some other superlinearly convergent method) once the subspace of binding constraints is reached by the algorithm. Some possibilities along these lines are presented below.
Combined Gradient Projection and Newton's Method
Step I :
We take cl, c2 very small so as to make the corresponding test in
Step 4 below as "easy" as possible.)
Step 2: Given xk if xk is a stationary point, set x k + , = x,. Else determine A ( x k ) = { ilx; = 0} and xk(s) as given
Step 3: Set x,+! = xk(ak) with ak = P". where mk is the
by (19). If A[Xk(S)]=A(Xk) go to
Step 4. Else go to Step 3. smallest nonnegative integer m satisfying and return to Step 2.
Step 4: Find z k which renders the function fZ'V2f(Xk)t + Vf(xk)'z stationary subject to the constraint z'=O Vi E
A (xk). If there does not exist a unique such point return to
Step 3. If or or determine x,+, as in Step 3 and return to Step 2. Otherwise set x,+ , = xk + P q z k where m, is the first nonnegative integer m satisfying and return to Step 2. Unfortunately the statement of the algorithm is quite complicated. For this reason some explanations may be helpful.
Step 2 determines whether a gradient projection step leads to violation or relaxation of any constraints. If not we switch to Newton's method (Step 4).
Step 3 is the basic iteration of the gradient projection method.
Step 4 is a Newton step on the subspace of binding constraints combined with the Annijo step-size rule. However the step is foregone (return to
Step 3) if either it leads to constraint violation or the tests involving the scalars cI,cz fail. These tests are designed to ensure that the Newton direction z, is a direction of descent and also that it is of the same order or magnitude as the gradient of the function on the constraint manifold. The Newton direction zk may be obtained computationally as follows. Consider the n X n matrix G (
x k ) = [ G V ( x k ) ]
and the vector g ( x k ) E R" with its coordinates denoted by gi(xk) where stabilized versions of Newton's method or with conjugate direction methods are also possible along the lines of the algorithm provided.
An important modification of the combined algorithm given above is obtained by modifying Step 4 so that if (x; + 2 ; ) < 0 for some i EA (xk) (i.e., the Newton step leads to constraint violation), while the other tests of Step 4 are passed, we do not return to Step 3 but rather we set where m, is the first nonnegative integer m such that a 2 f ( X k ) , if I'EA ( X k ) , j E A ( X k ) algorithm is modified as described above.
In order to a X i a x j (24) increase reliability and guarantee that every limit point of One may prove that Proposition 4 still holds when the
if i E A ( x , ) and i=j the sequence generated by the algorithm is a stationary otherwise point is may be necessary to introduce some antizigzagging device. There are several possibilities along these lines. A simple scheme is to perform a gradient projection Then zk solves the system of equations (small) prespecified scalar. Proposition 4 will still hold if this additional modification is introduced.
IV. SCALING-COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS AND RESULTS It is to be noted that the combined gradient projection and Newton's method given above should be viewed as
The step-size rules proposed in this paper have been only one out of several possibilities for improving the tried on a few moderate-size problems. The steepest deconvergence rate of the method. Combinations with other scent version of the algorithm was tested and performed efficiently for reasonably well-conditioned problems. Generally spealung the method identified the active constraints in relatively few iterations and subsequently performed in a manner typical of steepest descent in unconstrained minimization. The combination with Newton's method described in the next to last paragraph of the previous section involving iteration (27) and the step-size rule (28) was also tested in one large-scale problem and yielded convergence in very few iterations.
As in the method of steepest descent for unconstrained minimization it may be important to scale the variables of the problem prior to initiating computation. An a p propriate scaled version of the gradient projection method with positive definite symmetric scaling matrices T(x,) (which depend on x,) is defined by 
By taking T ( x k ) = [ V Z f ( x k ) ] -'
above we obtain a Newtontype method. However in general the computation of x ( a ) requires the solution of a quadratic programming problem and this would be unacceptable for many problems. By contrast for simple constraint sets such as (4) and (5) it is possible to employ diagonal scaling ( T ( x k ) : diagonal) without affecting the convergence properties or the simplicity of the algorithm. Thus for constraint sets such as (4) or (5) the gradient projection iteration can take the form
where T ( x ) is diagonal with diagonal elements T,(x); , T,(x) which can be any positive scalars. The corresponding inequality for the Armijo rule takes one of two forms:
est descent version of the algorithm we took T.(xk) equal to the inverted second derivative [a 2f(x,)/ ax I-' evaluated at the current point x,. For this case the initial step size s= 1 is a good choice, a fact which substantially contributed to the efficiency of the computation. The choice of scaling factors adopted represents a diagonal approximation of the Hessian matrix and is common in unconstrained minimization.
Example 1: Consider the two-dimensional linear dynamic system where the initial state ((;,ti) is given. The problem is to find a scalar control sequence (uo, . . ,uN-') satisfying 40) and N = 100, the optimal control sequence does not lie entirely on the boundary. The number of active constraints is 78 and the gradient projection method identified these constraints in 11 iterations. Subsequently the method was performing (scaled) steepest descent on the space of the remaining 22 variables and after an additional 1 I iterations it attained the optimal value to within a sufficient degree of accuracy that roundoff error (in single precision) became significant and termination occurred. Notice here that, due to the special nature of the problem, the optimal solution is easy to obtain by essentially analytical means once the set of active constraints is identified.
ExalnpZe 2: The second example relates to a problem of scheduling water release from a reservoir subject to upper and lower bounds on the total water volume in the reservoir. The volume x i at period i is governed by the equation Table  I . A star in the k-column indicates the iteration where all active constraints at the solution were identified. After that iteration the method was equivalent to steepest descent on the subspace of the variables corresponding to inactive constraints. For the case where N =365, the method was making slow progress and the computation was not carried to completion.
Subsequently we tried a combination of steepest descent and Newton's method for solving the problem for the case of the quadratic cost functional (33). In this combination at the current point xk the set of indices corresponding to active constraints A ( x k ) was first determined. Subsequently the point xk(l) was determined via ( Table 11 . An ( S ) in the iteration number column indicates a steepest descent step while an ( N ) indicates a Newton step. As can be seen from the table, the method converged (to the exact minimum) in very few iterations even for large dimensions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has provided proper extensions of the Armijo step-size rule for use with the gradient projection method for minimization over a closed convex set. The rules are easy to implement and, at least for simple constraints, they lead to convergence under weaker assumptions than those of Goldstein, Levitin, and Polyak. Furthermore, under sufficiency assumptions, they allow the combination of the gradient projection method with higher order methods. It is to be noted that other step-size rules with similar properties may be constructed. For example, it is possible to prove similar convergence results for an analog of a step-size rule due to Goldstein (see [16] ), as well as other rules along the same lines (see, e.g.,
Both the analysis and the computational results suggest that the gradient projection method, particularly when combined with Newton's method, can be extremely effective in solving multidimensional problems with many simple constraints such as lower and/or upper bounds on the variables. The computational results suggest also that quadratic programming problems with many simple constraints can be handled very efficiently by the methods of this paper.
[121).
APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 2
Let us first define for every
where a i ( x ) = m if the set above is empty. Then we have for every x E Q the equations Consider first the case of sequences { x k } generated by (19), (20) > m h [ gnak,z 1 G>o,
and taking limits and using (A4) we obtain
It follows that there exists a subsequence
From the above relation and the form of the generalized Armijo rule, it follows that for some index we have f(Xk)-fIxk(P-'~k)]<ovf(xk)'[xk-xk(P-l~k)],
i.e., the test (22) fails at least once for k E K',k > p .
Define the index set
Since 3 is nonstationary, the set 7 is nonempty. Furthermore since { ak}kEK,+O we haye for some positive integer which contradicts the assumption that X is a nonstationary point. Hence E must be stationary and Proposition 2 is proved for the case of the step-size rule of Section 111. The proof of Proposition 2 for the case of the step-size rule of Section I1 is similar. If {x~}~,~+X and X is not stationary, then (A5), (A6) hold and in addition -I xk -xk ( ak) I2+O.
'k
Since we obtain again (A7) as well as the analog of (A9) which now takes the form By Lemma 1 we have Combining the above two inequalities we obtain (A9) and from this point the proof proceeds exactly as for the case of the step-size rule of Section 11.
Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 3
First we observe that by (Al) and the continuity of V f ( x ) there exists a sphere S ( X ; 8,) such that af ( x > ax i
>0,
V i E A ( X ) = { i l X i = O } , x E Q n S ( X ; 8 1 ) .
It follows from known results on the method of steepest descent and Assumption 2 that there exists a scalar 6, > 0 such that if a point x, generated by the algorithm satisfies x,EQns(X;6,)n{zlz'=O,iEA(X)} then xk+X and x; = O for all i E A (X), k > m. Thus the proposition will be proved if we can demonstrate the existence of a scalar 6 > O such that if a point x, generated by the algorithm satisfies [ x , -XI Q 8, then xI+1EQnS(X;8,)n{z~z'=0,iEA(X)}. (A21)
Indeed by the Lipschitz condition (23), Lemma 2, and 183 a, Q s, we have that the step size a, is bounded above and below by positive numbers provided Ixr-XI < e' where E' is a sufficiently small positive number to guarantee that -XI < E. It follows, in view of Assumption 1, that if the coordinates x;, i E A ( X ) are sufficiently small nonnegative numbers then .;'(a,) = x;+ = 0 for all i E A (E) , and if the coordinates x;, ifZ A (E) are sufficiently close to Xi, ifZ A (X) then we will have Ix,+ -XI Q 6, and x,+ will satisfy (A21). Hence the existence of a scalar 6 > 0 such that (A2 1) is satisfied for every xl E Q n S ( X ; 6) is clear and the proposition is proved. Q.E.D.
